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the Bosporan kingdom had vast agrarian possessions on the european and 
asian sides of the kerch Straits; these possessions played an important role 
throughout the kingdom’s history. regular archaeological excavations and 
surveys, carried out in the last half of the 20th century, have brought to light 
many interesting sites of different types and helped scholars to follow the 
evolution of the rural settlements during the whole of this period. they have 
also allowed a study of the changes in the structure of these settlements over 
time, which has enabled us to develop a typology of the archaeological land-
scape and to map the agrarian environs of the greatest cities of Bosporos.1 
yet there is much left to discuss, as, for example, the historical periodization 
of the chora, the links between polis and chora, the relationship between polis 
land and royal land possessions, and the dependence of the chora development 
on historical events in the kingdom of Bosporos. Scholars still have various 
opinions on these topics: some believe that we can speak about a royal chora 
already in the time of the Spartokids, others connect its development with the 
so-called “Proto-hellenism” of the 4th century BC or with the “Sarmatization” 
of Bosporos, and, accordingly, ascribe it to the period of roman domina-
tion. We shall not, however, delve into these difficult questions which have 
become grounds for lengthy disputes. the main aim of the present paper is 
to outline the historical development of the rural territory in the Bosporan 
kingdom, concentrating on what we can know of the royal chora and of the 
chora of the polis, as well as the questions of when royal land possessions may 
have appeared at Bosporos and how the two types of land-possession could 
coexist. our main conclusions are based on the archaeological typology of 
sites, as suggested earlier by a.a. maslennikov, as well as on his tentative 
archaeological periodization of monuments, concerning the Crimean Bospo-
ros, and on J.m. Paromov’s surveys on the taman’ Peninsula and investiga-
tions around gorgippia. the notes below are at the same time an expanded 
vision of the historical development of the chora, an attempt to explain some 
archaeological complexes and phenomena which has also been made in our 
own earlier works about Bosporos and its rural territory in archaic, Classical 
and hellenistic periods.
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The First Period, the 6th to the beginning of the 5th century BC

the greatest cities of the kingdom were Pantikapaion and theodosia on the 
Crimean side, founded by milesians in the early 6th century BC, as well as 
nymphaion, colonized by the Samians. on the asian side we find Phanagoria, 
settled by colonists from teos, hermonassa, probably a joint foundation of 
the ionians and the aeolians, and kepoi, also a milesian foundation. Besides 
these large apoikiai, there were many smaller towns or townlike settlements 
such as myrmekion, tyritake, Parthenion, Porthmion, Zenon’s Chersonesos, 
hermision, herakleion, Patrasys, achilleion, tyrambe, Stratokleia, Sindian 
harbour, kytaia, akra, Zephyrion, kimmerikos and others. in the early 4th 
century BC the city of gorgippia appeared, probably on the site of the earlier 
Sindian harbour or close to it. myrmekion, founded in the second quarter 
of the 6th century BC, and presumably tyritake, could have been colonized 
from Pantikapaion. other sites, like kytaia, could have been founded by ei-
ther nymphaion or Pantikapaion, as was Zenon’s Chersonesos. Some think 
that miletos could have organized such cities as Pantikapaion, myrmekion, 
theodosia, kepoi, Patrasys, korokondame, and hermonassa. as for tyrambe, 
it could have been either directly founded by ionians or, more likely, a result 
of a secondary colonization from one of the centers of the asiatic Bosporos. in 
any case, all the centers of Bosporos appeared in this period and at an early 
stage in their history functioned as poleis which in turn enabled the initiation 
of a process of secondary colonization, establishing smaller outposts around 
the whole area of the kingdom. this took place during the 6th to the 4th 
centuries BC.2

ancient written sources allow us to assume that while settling Pantikapa-
ion the greeks fought the Scythians and made a treaty with their king in order 
to get the land they then settled. the treaty gave them a narrow strip of land, 
situated in the coastal zone (Steph. Byz. s.v. Pantikapaion; cf. Strab. 7.4.4-5). 
this is confirmed by archaeology as we are aware of only a few archaic sites, 
mainly located in the coastal area close to the Strait of kerch. those rural sites 
in the european Bosporos which have layers dating from the middle to the 
late 6th to early 5th centuries BC were evidently subordinated to nymphaion, 
Pantikapaion or theodosia. to nymphaion belonged such sites as geroevka, 
South Čurubaš, vasil’evka, probably kimmerikos hill a (opuk) and others, 
to Pantikapaion belonged myrmekion, where material from as early as the 
beginning of the 6th century BC has been found, Zenon’s Chersonesos (Cape 
Zyk), Cape Čokrak, andreevka South, early Porthmion, probably Parthenion, 
herakleion, etc. theodosia may have possessed the sites gogolevka, Staryj 
krim, Batal’noe, etc.3 although maslennikov denies that these early settle-
ments belonged to the chora of any of the cities, they in every way testify to 
the greeks’ interest in the distant territories and their desire to annex them 
to their cities. there was doubtlessly a particular kind of secondary coloni-
zation, demonstrating methods and patterns for the future expansion of the 
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poleis. it is important that Pantikapaion was enlarging its possessions to the 
north and to the west, nymphaion – to the south-west and south. accord-
ing to modern research, nymphaion by the late 6th century BC was already 
a true city-state with its own agrarian territory.4 yet it is true that in the late 
archaic and early Classical periods, the land on the kerch Peninsula was 
divided among the three great poleis of Pantikapaion, theodosia and nym-
phaion, all of which started to enlarge their chorai only 50 to 60 years after 
their own founding. Probably, in the case of the Bosporos we should speak 
about a traditional ionian way of colonizing with the foundation of separate 
apoikiai which later on started to subdue the neighbouring towns and thus 
developed into genuine polis communities. this resembles somehow the situ-
ation in the Lower Bug region with the extension of the rural territories of 
Berezan’ and then of olbia.

unlike the european side of the Bosporos, the spread of archaic rural sites 
in the asian side, mainly on the taman’ Peninsula, seems to have been much 
more active. three main poleis, Phanagoria, hermonassa, kepoi, and presum-
ably some others, such as Patrasys, achilleion, and tyrambe, managed to cre-
ate a dense network of settlements throughout the whole peninsula and near 
the mouth of the kuban’ river. the earliest material, from the middle and the 
second half of the 6th century BC, comes from Patrasys and tyrambe. Judging 
by Paramov’s surveys we are now able to attribute more than 30 sites to the 
period from the middle to the third quarter of the 6th century BC, and 63 sites 
to the late 6th to early 5th centuries BC. most of them are situated on the banks 
of the kuban’ river, along the sea coast and inland. this was possible due to 
good and peaceful trade relations with the local Sindian and maiotian tribes, 
relations which are confirmed by the appearence of a town, named Sindian 
harbour, on the site of later gorgippia. the rural settlements in the taman’ 
could have been the result of two main processes, both of which were going 
on in the region: either the direct creation of a smaller town by large poleis in 
the course of secondary colonization, or the settling of colonists from ionia 
not only in the cities but in the countryside as well. yet after the foundation of 
Phanagoria around 542 BC the city could include the greatest part of these sites 
within its chora. the same could also be the case in kepoi and hermonassa, 
thus creating a situation similar to that on the Crimean coast. although most 
of these rural sites have not been studied archaeologically, we can be certain 
that on the taman’ Peninsula the development of the rural landscape begins 
a bit earlier than in the Crimean part of the Bosporos.

The Second Period, the 5th century BC

according to archaeological investigations, in the beginning of the 5th century 
BC the sites of the european Bosporos suffered a disaster, in which some of 
them were devastated, others were ruined, and still others completely burnt 
down. traces of destruction are discovered in such towns as myrmekion, 
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Porthmion, tyritake, Zenon’s Chersonesos, and others; the same disaster also 
effected the rural settlements, for example, the site of geroevka.5 there are 
different theories on the events which lead to the ruin of these places: some 
think it was due to the Scythian attacks which stimulated the creation of the 
Bosporan kingdom under the rule of the dynasty of archaianaktids (480 BC), 
others that it might have been the result of an attempt on the part of the same 
tyrants of Pantikapaion to enlarge the chora of their city at the expense of 
neighbouring territories.6 as we learn from a number of other cases, tyrants, 
mostly on the periphery of the greek world, like those in Sicily and herakleia 
Pontike, always tried to conquer the territories around them, an act which 
usually carried losses, casualties and destruction with it. the tyrants’ policy of 
power expansion would correspond with the growth of Pantikapaion where 
new public and state buildings appeared and the akropolis was enlarged, and 
to the erection of a defensive wall in myrmekion which was by that time a 
part of the Pantikapaion polis.7

the chora of asiatic Bosporos was greatly enlarged in the course of the 5th 
century BC, and we know of more than 100 sites that existed contemporane-
ously. Some of them are large in size, as achtanizovskaja 4 and golubickaja 
2, both linked to Phanagoria by roads.8 this could confirm that Phanagoria, 
like Pantikapaion, was trying to develop its chora quickly, but the process was 
hardly military, unlike that which took place in the eastern Crimea. it also 
testifies to the probability that the chorai of european and asiatic Bosporos 
functioned independently at this time, so we can hardly speak of any kind 
of union between the greek poleis of the Bosporos under the archaianaktids. 
the latter must have been ruling only in Pantikapaion and myrmekion and 
presumably some other small sites nearby, and were in charge of the politi-
cal and economic growth of Pantikapaion’s community at the expense of its 
neighbours in the kerch Peninsula, but not of the whole territory of the later 
kingdom (cf. Strab. 7.4.4-5).9 around the late 6th or early 5th century BC, the 
city of Phanagoria enlarged its urban territory, and at approximately the same 
time a shrine of aphrodite apatoura appeared in the vicinity of this city. kepoi 
and hermonassa were also prosperous at this time capable of developing the 
rural territories on the taman’ Peninsula.

From the second quarter of the 5th century BC, agricultural sites in the 
eastern Crimea were mostly situated to the north, north-west and west of 
Pantikapaion as a part of its chora which stretched to the uzunlar rampart, 
the extreme western border of the city’s possessions.10 the chora of theodosia 
included about 30 sites,11 while nymphaion also enlarged the number of its 
rural settlements and farms.12 at that particular time, a process of establish-
ing mixed hellenic-Scythian conglomerate communities may have begun: to 
that type of community we can attribute kimmerikos hill a on the opuk and 
the site of Čokrak Spring on the Crimean azov Sea coast. this was a result of 
stable relations between Pantikapaion and the Scythians in the period 480-438 
BC. the same is true for the chora of nymphaion and in the case of the city 
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itself, its being on good terms with the Scythians is proved by the construc-
tions of Scythian barrows from the 5th century BC in its necropolis.13 all this 
shows that the rural territory on the kerch Peninsula was still developing at 
that time into a complete polis and was divided, as earlier, between Panti-
kapaion, nymphaion and theodosia. But Pantikapaion’s chora was becoming 
larger and larger as a result of the archaianaktids’ expansion policy.

in the second quarter of the 5th century BC, rural settlements in the asian 
Bosporos began to appear in the interior of the taman’ Peninsula and in 
Sindike, all still within the framework of the city’s chorai of Phanagoria, her-
monassa and kepoi. a city of Sindos or Sindian harbour also began to expand 
into its environs where in the late 6th-early 5th century BC a site of alekseevs-
koe appeared.14 all this, however, was going on without any participation of 
the archaianaktids, particularly since in 438 BC a new dynasty, the Spartokids, 
came to power in Pantikapaion.

The Third Period, late 5th to the middle of the 3rd century BC

the regime of Spartokos i, founder of the dynasty which ruled the Bosporos 
until the end of the 2nd century BC, was also a kind of polis tyranny, though 
he and his successors on the throne called themselves “archonts”, and from 
the second half of the 3rd century BC “kings”. their rule opened a new page 
in the history of the Bosporan chora. it was not until Satyros i, son of Spartokos 
i, who ruled in the last quarter of the 5th to the beginning of the 4th century 
BC, that the tyrants of Pantikapaion began to expand their power to the other 
greek cities in the kerch Peninsula. only after this, and not before the rule of 
the archaianaktids, as was believed previously, are we able to speak about 
the Bosporos as a confederacy of greek poleis and their chorai. in 405 BC the 
Spartokids captured nymphaion, and around the last decade of the 5th or the 
early 4th century BC, kepoi on the asian side became the first town in that 
region to experience Satyros’ rule. Satyros besieged theodosia and because 
of this became involved in a war with herakleia Pontike, which had its own 
commercial interests in that city and in the agrarian territory around the 
Strait of kerch as well. the tyrant also began diplomatic activity in Sindike, 
aiming at the final subduing of this vast agricultural and grain-producing 
area. his successor, Leukon i, expanded the kingdom’s possession of land to 
its maximum area by the third quarter of the 4th century BC: he conquered 
theodosia and achieved a difficult victory in the conflict with herakleia, 
took Sindike into his domain and ended a war with the maiotians, led by 
tyrgatao, a local princess, with the subjugation of Phanagoria and its vicin-
ity.15 the local barbarians, who had enjoyed regular and peaceful relations 
with the greeks since their arrival in Sindike, had no desire to be subjugated 
by the Pantikapaion tyrants. as the Spartokid regime was tyrannic or polis 
based in character, however, the cities, foremost among them Pantikapaion, 
theodosia, nymphaion and Phanagoria, which became a part of the Bospo-
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ran state, were allowed to keep the land which they had obtained earlier, in 
or after the 6th century BC. We know of more than 35 sites of the early 4th 
or beginning of the 3rd century BC in the nymphaion’s chora. this was also 
divided into plots and, moreover, a part of the kerch Peninsula, west of the 
city, was incorporated into its agrarian possessions too.16 Pantikapaion also 
enlarged its territory along the peninsula, thus reaching to the hinterland and 
to the coastal zones of the Strait of kerch and the Sea of azov.17

there was eventually a time when the Spartokids began to found new 
“small” towns in the chora – akra, Zephyrion, herakleion, hermision on the 
european side, and Stratokleia, kimmerikos, and others on the asian side of 
the Bosporos. it is remarkable that along with Pantikapaion, the citizens of 
nymphaion and Phanagoria also took part in this campaign. Leukon’s brother 
gorgippos helped to “Bosporonize”, i.e. hellenize on a much larger scale than 
before, a large part of Sindike. he founded a new city, called gorgippia after 
himself on the site of former Sindos, which had its own chora.18 all this was 
done to cultivate as much grain as possible in order to bring in as much in-
come as possible from commerce with the aegean.

grain and other agricultural products were mainly obtained from the resi-
dent population in the interior of the kerch Peninsula and Sindike. this area 
was inhabited by the so-called komai or villages which became known after 
regular excavations in the european Bosporos. Such sites as košara, Zolotoe 
Plateau, ak-taš etc., which belonged mostly to the Scythian agricultural com-
munities, were situated around theodosia and nymphaion, but with high 
probability most of them belonged to the chora of Pantikapaion which can be 
characterized as “subjected” to the city (like paroikoi of greek poleis in asia 
minor and greece, Mariandynoi in herakleia Pontike, etc.). although there is 
actually much debate in modern literature about the status of land and its 
inhabitants in the kingdom of Bosporos (some advocate some form of royal 
land-tenure in the hinterland of the kerch Peninsula and on the azov Sea 
coast), there are enough convincing arguments in favour of these peoples’ 
dependence on the polis of Pantikapaion as a part of its distant chora.19 We 
agree that the tyrants and their relatives, including the Bosporan elite, could 
possess land in different parts of the country, but believe that these possessions 
cannot be considered “royal”. the Spartokids were archonts of Bosporos, i.e. 
Pantikapaion, nymphaion, Phanagoria, hermonassa, kepoi, gorgippia along 
with smaller places, and theodosia, while being kings only over the resident 
tribes of Sindike and maiotis. So we can hardly view their possessions of 
land in the kerch Peninsula and in the taman’ as royal land, i.e. ge basilike, 
as it was ruled by archonts and was divided between the largest cities of the 
state. the situation is reminicent of that in the chorai of tauric Chersonesos, 
thasos, rhodos, and to a certain extent of olbia and the cities of the western 
Black Sea coast etc., which we know as polis centers. this is also confirmed 
by the types of rural sites in the region.

We can distinguish country estates of hellenic origin, which actually be-
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longed to Pantikapaion’s chora (andreevka Južnaja, oktjabr’skoe, Baklan’ja 
Skala). they appeared in the beginning of the 4th century BC after a devasta-
tion of the chora, caused by either a Scythian raid or by a military conflict with 
herakleia Pontike. in the late 4th and early 3rd century BC the settlements 
were enlarged, presumably after Pairisades i’s war against the Scythians in 328 
BC. We also can distinguish some sites of the greek type as well beyond the 
urban chora and situated in the coastal zone (Pustynnyj Bereg, general’skoe), 
sites which functioned as farms or country-estates of inhabitants from larger 
sites in distant chora. Besides these, there were large fortified sites which were 
centers of administrative districts (Cape Čokrak) and served as residences for 
the epistatai, the Spartokid officials in the chora. along with these fortifications 
the Spartokids built large fortified sites with a number of towers, rooms and 
dwellings behind huge defensive walls which looked like forts or fortresses, 
and were probably a kind of trading settlement (like Čajka in the distant chora 
of tauric Chersonesos) for trade with the hinterland, inhabited by Scythian 
land-tillers. they were used as granaries for tribute from the natives in the 
inland villages in order to supply Pantikapaion and other greek cities with 
grain. a classic example of this kind of settlement is general’skoe West on 
the azov Sea coast which blossomed sometime within the 4th to the first half 
of the 3rd century BC.20

the chora of theodosia resembled that of Pantikapaion with greek farms 
in the home chora and villages of Scythian or mixed Scythian-hellenic popu-
lation in the distant chora.21

as for the asian Bosporos, we now know of more than 185 sites around 
Phanagoria, hermonassa, and kepoi; practically the whole taman’ Peninsula 
was divided into landplots, found chiefly in the Fontalovskij Peninsula, the 
north-western cape of taman’.22 gorgippia actively created its chora at that 
time, as attested by such sites as Džemete, natuchaevskaja, Su-Psech (kras-
naja Skala) and others. archaeological surveys revealed many rural houses 
standing seperately at a distance of 50-100 m from each other.23 this witnesses 
to the Spartokids’ economical power based on polis lands. From this time in 
the Bosporos their influence spread to the mouth of the Don river where a 
former greek emporion, elizavetovskoe, fell under control of the Pantikapa-
ion tyrants. the abovementioned system of land-tenure was in use until the 
second quarter to the middle of the 3rd century BC.

The Fourth Period, mid 3rd‑ late 2nd century BC

in the beginning of the 3rd century BC, the nomads of the steppes between the 
Don and the Dnieper became active; the Sarmatians forced the Scythians out 
into the Crimea, where a new Scythian kingdom emerged and strengthened. 
Sarmatian raids touched taman’, gorgippia, elizavetovskoe, and probably the 
Crimean settlements. the Scythians may also have challenged the european 
possessions of the Bosporan kingdom, but the evidence for this is lacking. 
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Probably, the main threat to the Bosporos came from the Sarmatians as well 
as from the Crimean Scythia.24 as a result, the whole agrarian territory suf-
fered a serious reduction, and the villages throughout the kerch Peninsula and 
partially those in the hinterland of Sindike disappeared or were reorganized 
by their rulers. all this caused a great break in trade for the kingdom from the 
second quarter of the 3rd century BC. For a long time it has been supposed 
that Bosporos was at this time in a deep economic crisis, but archaeological 
evidence has caused scholars to change this point of view. it has shown that 
the chora of Bosporos continued to develop but radically changed their shape 
because of new economic conditions. instead of farms and country-estates of 
the greek type along with villages in the hinterland of the kerch Peninsula, 
large fortified sites and forts appeared, most of which were placed on hill 
tops along the border with the Scythians and the Sarmatians. they were all 
strongly defended by massive fortifications – walls and towers, and they had 
regular plan, like the hellenistic settlements in asia minor and greece, with 
one-roomed houses united into blocks which were divided by longitudinal 
streets. in the kerch Peninsula the most significant sites of this kind were 
Zolotoe east, krutoj Bereg, novotradnoe, Porthmion, Semenovka, Poljanka, 
etc. maslennikov’s research has shown that a great part of the resident popu-
lation, formerly peasants who had lived in unfortified villages, moved to the 
coastal zone and settled around the newly created forts as semi-dependent 
land-tillers like the hellenistic katoikoi.25

along with these new types of settlements, some of the traditional greek 
country estates still functioned. one of these is situated near myrmekion 
in the chora of Pantikapaion, another was the governor’s residence by Lake 
Čokrak. the above-mentioned sites could be attributed to the distant chora of 
Pantikapaion, unlike the villa near myrmekion, which surely belonged to the 
adjacent chora of this city.26 this is even more likely in that the Spartokids, 
now called “kings”, still retained all the features of polis tyrants they were 
earlier. We can hardly describe large fortified settlements of Bosporos as sim-
ply “royal”. they were strengthened not because of their supposed “royal” 
status, but purely as a consequence of the barbaric threats from the steppe. 
this is consistent with the synchronous reinforcement of sites in the Crimean 
foothills, which belonged to the Scythians.27 the system of land relations in 
the Bosporos, described above, continued functioning until the late 2nd cen-
tury BC. at that point in time, the forts and fortified sites in the hinterland 
and on the coast were destroyed or devastated, while the suburban farms 
managed to survive until the early 1st century BC, thanks to the mithridatic 
protectorate over Bosporos.

theodosia’s chora was also seriously reduced at this time because of the 
Scythian and Sarmatian invasions, but continued to exist.28 there appeared 
new large settlements which were meant to defend the city’s possessions 
against the barbaric tribes.29 the chora of nymphaion also suffered a reduc-
tion in the number of sites, although some of them, much larger in size, now 
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became capable of defending their area from the hinterland.30 on the asiatic 
side, however, the chora seemed to be much more prosperous: there were 
about 203 rural sites on the taman’ Peninsula and many country-estates in 
the city’s chora of gorgippa. there were also large forts, as everywhere in 
Bosporos at that time, which were built to defend the rural polis’ possessions 
– raevskoe and Semibratnee (the former Sindo-maiotian town of Labrys).31 
thus the preservation of polis traditions in landowning is visible even in the 
late hellenistic period.

The Fifth Period, the 1st century BC

the upkeep of the polis – chora system until the early 1st century BC required 
mithridates eupator at first to use the facilities of polis lands on the Bosporos 
for the economic needs of his kingdom, in particular for supplying his army 
with food and natural resources. the Bosporos paid mithridates 180 thou-
sand medimnoi of grain and 200 talents of silver (Strab. 7.4.6; memn. Fgrhist 
434F37.6). these deliveries were most intensive in the late 2nd and first quar-
ter of the 1st century BC, at a time when the king was trying to support the 
greek poleis of Bosporos and their chorai. Before the third mithridatic War 
in 74 BC the king collected more than 2 million medimnoi of grain around the 
Black Sea region (app. Mithr. 69). During the war, grain came mostly from 
the Bosporos, presumably from the east Crimea and Sindike (memn. Fgrhist 
434F37.2, 6). We know that the european Bosporos suffered greatly during the 
troubles with the barbarians in the 2nd century BC and particularly during the 
wars which Diophantos and other of mithridates’ generals waged against the 
Scythians there (IOSPE i², 352). according to archaeological studies, political, 
military, and economic problems in the Bosporos in the late 2nd and beginning 
of the 1st century BC resulted in the destruction of many agricultural sites 
there, a destruction which soon exhausted the potential of the chora (Strab. 
7.1.5). Poleis, chiefly on the Crimean side of the strait, were incapable of con-
tributing more to mithridates for the waging of wars in asia minor. yet, as the 
chora on the asian side of the kimmerian Bosporos did not suffer such large 
scale destruction, we would probably be correct in supposing that the king 
received the major quantity of grain from taman’ and Sindike in particular. 
these regions might have been the king’s main economic base in the late 2nd 
and beginning of the 1st century BC. the latter is confirmed by appianos’ 
testimony: when mithridates eupator escaped from Pompeius and came to 
eastern maiotis, all the local rulers, unlike those of other cities and other 
dynasts, received him with friendship and recognized his royal power over 
them. this finally enabled him to capture Pantikapaion and exile machares, 
his son, who had betrayed him (app. Mithr. 102). this he could accomplish 
only because he had a firm base in taman’, Sindike and maiotis.

all this happened in the beginning of the 60s BC. earlier, around 85-80 BC, 
the king stopped supporting the economies of the subjected Bosporan cities 
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and started to create a real royal chora as in the kingdom of Pontos with all 
the trimmings, traditionally part of the hellenistic methods of land-tenure and 
organization of settlements. this process began when mithridates proclaimed 
Bosporos to be his ancestral domain like Pontic kappadokia, Paphlagonia and 
Lesser armenia, and appointed his sons as governors over all the lands there 
and over kolchis as well. a new system of relationships in the agricultural 
periphery was now based on strong forts established in different places of 
the country as the main points of royal power.

mithridates vi did not manage to complete this huge and difficult pro-
gramme, nor did his son Pharnakes i, who was busy with constant wars 
against the romans. the treason of Pharnakes i’s own sons, mithridates the 
younger and machares, as well as that of Pharnakes ii, the cities’ revolt in 
85-80 BC and the preparations for a military expedition (app. Mithr. 64, 67), 
also had a negative impact on this policy. the system was finally established 
by asander in the middle or second half of the 1st century BC as a consequence 
of his pro-mithridatic policy. as a result, the new chora and its inhabitants, 
mainly katoikoi who lived at sites of the katoikiai-type as in hellenistic king-
doms, including the kingdom of Pontos, could effectively oppose Polemon 
i and the romans in the last quarter of the same century, and actively sup-
ported Dynamis in her claims to the throne of Bosporos as well as eventu-
ally assisting aspourgos to gain power over the kingdom. after accepting 
the throne, aspourgos completed what his predesessors had begun, mak-
ing royal landowning the mainstay of economic policy for his state. at the 
same time, following mithridates eupator and asander, he secured a certain 
amount of polis land for Pantikapaion, theodosia, gorgippia and some other 
cities, but always under strict royal supervision. in general, everything in the 
Bosporos now followed a proper hellenistic political, military and economic 
structure.32

The Sixth Period, late 1st century BC‑mid 3rd century AD

this era is characterized chiefly by royal and partly by polis land-tenure sys-
tems. the rural sites were mostly katoikiai of different types and size – from 
smaller to larger ones which seem to have been small towns or townlike 
settlements, although they were situated on the royal land. hellenization 
mainly affected the Sarmatian natives who were living at these sites as mili-
tary-economic settlers. they defended the polis’ land possessions from agres-
sive neighbours, mainly the alans. until the 3rd century aD and even later, 
the rural sites were rather large in size, many of them having citadels and 
strong fortifications; some of them were also centers of administrative districts 
on royal land (Belinskoe, artezian, ilouraton, Semenovka, temir gora and 
some others throughout the whole Bosporan territory). they dominated over 
smaller forts and over villages of peasants who had to pay tribute to the kings 
for tilling the land, which was under royal control. though the polis territo-
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ries were still functioning, they were seriously reduced and did not play any 
important role in economic life, being mainly political and religious centers. 
they were all defended by royal forts.33 their resources were used against the 
Crimean Scythians in waging wars that helped the Bosporan kings to expand 
their power to include the whole of taurica within the 1st-3rd centuries aD. 
these forts were also the kings’ military strongholds in wars with the Sarma-
tians – Sirakoi, aorsoi and alanoi on the northern Caucasus, which ended 
with the enlarging of the Bosporan territories around the kuban’ river and 
the eastern maiotis to the country of the heniochoi and the achaians. this 
was the reason why during the wars with the alanoi in the late 1st century 
aD some of the forts on the taman’ and around gorgippia were destroyed, 
being temporarily out of use. no polis lands, as during the Spartokid times, 
but only royal domains, created after traditional hellenistic models, could 
withstand the barbarian raids and supply the Bosporan economy with the 
necessary resources. the other factor for this organization seems to have been 
a policy on the part of the kings who were trying to retain good relations with 
the barbarian nobles and tribal warriors in order to use them as soldiers and 
mercenaries, seeing them also as potential katoikoi on their land. this system 
helped to keep these nobles and warriors from agressive actions against the 
greeks, romans and other subjects of the kings. Bosporos managed to con-
tinue this system until the late antiquity and it suffered only a few changes 
during three hundred or even more years. it helped the romans and their 
vassals – the Bosporan rulers – to maintain their interests in the north-eastern 
Black Sea littoral. Some of these settlements survived or were restored to their 
former status even after the gothic and hunnic invasions in the 3rd and 4th 
centuries aD along with a brief roman-Chersonesean control over the eastern 
Crimea in the 4th century aD.
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